
A lady is in the living room watching a program on TV. Slow footages of big apartment buildings are shown. Suddenly a beautiful religious song is played. I also try to sing along but I can’t remember the words and I sound bad.

In the basement the wooden floor by the fireside is completely rotten. I walk upstairs thinking to replace the planks myself but then resolve to get a firm to do it. In the old attic is full with children playing. I take them by the end and start singing opera aloud.

I am in a café playing videogames. My character is loosing and I quickly ask the bartender for new credits. I insert them but the game is over. A new game starts where I am a tiny cowboy going up the desert and having to shoot left and rights to my enemies.

Some friends and I get to a floor of a hotel looking for our room. There are actually just numbered beds along the corridor. I look for the right sequence but they are already taken. We are actually on the wrong floor and have to go higher.

My colleagues are united to hear my composition being performed. A video is showing the actual public performance while a colleague is trying to reproduce it on a piano. I am standing on a side and can see both simultaneously. It would be the perfect moment to film.

I am just on my way to some small mountains across a long forest and pass by a big tree. Under the trunk there are some big grey baby birds of an exotic spic. I walk further and a badger with her enfant follows me. I give them some leaves from the tree and they stop to look at them.

I am at a conference spray painting a cube pink when a journalist from a famous magazine arrives. She takes some pictures of me and says that she will later ask me some questions. She then goes to interview some other people. There is no more paint in the can and she will never be back.

My girlfriend has left me and I approach a middle age artist. She takes me to her room and I lay on her bed with a hard-on. She really wants to have sex but has to perfume herself. We then go to my place. I hear my son crying inside and her getting attacked behind me.

I get to my parents summer house that is crowded with children that they have adopted. My mother is not willing to lend us the place and I get in the garage to leave. She follows me and I try to explain to her the misunderstanding. She starts jellying at me that I am wrong and so is my sister.

I am walking downtown and meet my natural father from the first time. As I introduce him to my sister my step father approaches with a small child. He sees us but passes forward. I then explain to my father the argument with my mother.

I am thinking of buying a perfume and get in a small cheese shop. A cute friend of my girlfriend surprises me from behind. I actually look for a helmet and they give me a black one from the Nazis. I go in the backroom to try it. It is soft and it makes my hairs look like a punk.

I am in the second floor of a public building when a man takes his gun out and starts shooting. I throw myself on the floor and he shoots at me too but doesn’t hit me. I then take a toy gun and throw it hard on his face but he doesn’t seem to hurt him.

I am in a café with my friends sipping sparkling water. A friend calls and then comes. We go to the toilette where another friend shows how the first friend had his own toilette on a corner. He was then together with his girlfriend and had to watch for diseases.

I am in my old room painting when my father comes in to tell me that they are now leaving and they will decide what to do with me. He then sees my beautiful watercolour and gets really optimistic with their decision. I have painted a close up of a grape surrounded by small stripes of photos.

I show my son a big fish a thousand years old egg in his mouth and notice that the half Japanese guy behind me is the son of a friend. He is actually not but I know the man in front who gets served. A lady starts preparing also my sushi but then gets distracted by her friends.

I am walking on a modern train looking for an empty place. I can’t find one and seat on the floor making a loud noise. The controller comes to ask what it was and a friend replies on the microphone that he was him falling. He now has some painful cramps and would like to be left alone.

A girl and I go through the Russian countryside that the flowers are blooming and the trees already put the first leaves with the old apples. We fly over three hunters shooting at a flying paper and find a small mountain deer. He is not afraid but rubs himself on our legs looking for sex.

I get down a water slide but stop right at the beginning seeing that there are people waiting below. A girl is going anyway and I jell at her not to do it. She does it and passes everyone in full speed. I also decide to swim pass everybody but get to the end of the slide the door has been closed.

I show my friends a car cricket and notice a beautiful guard in her little house. I then climb over a large bed to kiss her window. It is hard to keep the balance and she lets me. She is blonde and with a large breast under a white shirt that she is now taking off.

I am out of a disco waiting for a serial killer. He gets in with his gang and I follow. We all seat down and my boss asks who among us is in the gang. Many lift their hands and two of them come forward to demonstrate a fight.  They first kick each other and then brake a glass bottle to hit me.

A man who is being kidnapped transforms in a white rabbit and fetch an important document. On his way back the kidnapper takes it from him. The rabbit gets it back and I laugh. The kidnapper then strangles me but then die of convulsions.

An old Indian and a young boy escape at times from their reservation to visit their sail boat. On the way their they meet a beautiful white lady with a huge breast jogging. The trees have been twisted with each other so that they can be used as a trap if the old man and the by get followed.

I hug my son who is alone on the tip of a long red surf flipping dangerously. We are going up a big river but get blocked by some guys. They have a motorized basketball each but can’t make it to work. I then clap them on their shoulders to have me to pass.

I am in a school play where some city girls discuss their affairs with the other classmates. One of them says that she doesn’t care who she gets and how many at a time. Another girl is embarrassed and doesn’t say anything. I stay in the middle thinking that I am too handsome for them.

A friend shows me the catalogue of a Japanese artist who has included my name as I am supposed to have dinner with her. He then asks me if I have a very expensive program. I tell him that I have installed a completely free one but he thinks that it is not good.

I follow some Negroes walking along a river on the side of a cruise. We get to the harbour and a white crumb suddenly pops out in front of me. I get very scared and drop my luggage down the water where a boy is selling fresh fish.

My son and I are inside an apartment building waiting in queue with short people from the South. Among them is a guy who has an armour for sale. His hairs are long and I can actually that they have been dyed black. After seen his blue eyes I can tell that he is from the North.

I am inside the bedroom of a guy who has just rented me his apartment. As I am putting some deodorant in the dark after I have showered he tries to get in. I pretend to be doing his bed and get afraid that he might be looking for sex.

I am going to the swimming pool changing room but realize that it is for women. I then go out and around to reach the one for males on the opposite side. There is snow on a platform by a fortress and I prepare some snow balls to assault my son when he gets out with his mother.

A senior artist is in bus giving a lecture for my class and handing out some readings on public spaces. I am really interested and would like to have lunch with him but I am collecting garbage with another student. I then think of coming back once I am done with it.

I am walking with two friends and meet three blonde girls for a date. They are not so cute and are quite disappointed that I have come with my son on the carriage. We shake hands and two of them start to argue. 

I am by a shop when a draft of wind comes and blow away the postcards standing outside. I then rush to the various houses of the neighbourhood to collect them back. The Asian shop assistant comes following. I give them to him but make sure that the owner sees me.  

I come to a bar with a large and dirty plate that I leave outside. Inside I ask the bar tender for a sweat bagel. He actually suggests a salty one if I then want to have some ham inside. Meanwhile his colleague is going around with a Christmas cake and manages to sell it to a lady.

I see some mates from my old swim team training. The captain calls me forward and gives me his large flipper to put on. It is half broken but I start swimming anyway after having trained for so many years.   

I am about to have a lecture with a colleague. He asks me what I have prepared but I first need to go to the bathroom. I didn't prepare anything but when I come back he tells me to distribute a card, a piece of tape and a gun pocket to each of the students to vote our lecture.

I am in the school cafeteria drawing a security entrance as a preparation for my class. A Chinese student comes to introduce herself. I also introduce myself but she understands that I am a doctorate student. My Chinese colleague passes by and says that I am just a senior student.  

My friends and I are on a rusted train going up a mountain. The driver attempts several times to make it to the top but the train is too heavy and fells backward. We crash and are catapulted out. The mountain stands in front of us and we will have to walk.

I am with my cousin and his family having a carrot in the balcony of a café. There is just a bit left and we order some new ones. Meanwhile I explain them how to cultivate them. As I am describing the removal of extra plants my cousin gets a small dark carrot and eats it.

I am driving up a valley after having found a way to a mountain. I actually pass by it and get to a bigger crossing where there are also signs. I first think that they are to the same mountain but then find that they are to a different one.

I am very surprised to get a letter from my grandfather who is very bad at the hospital. I open and find it written in a very nice calligraphy. I read a sentence in the middle where he writes that he is missing me and has turned very romantic.

My son and I are under a bridge where is dirty and with bad people. The museum chief arrives surprised to meet me there. She then invites me up to the museum to discuss my exhibition. I tell her that I want to build a whole model but she only assigns me certain rooms.

I take my cousin to the house that we have just bought. We enter it for the first time and find that it was a barn. There is still the cow shit and the hay on the floor. It is a bad investment but can be restored as nice as the neighbour houses.

A curator takes me to her colleague to print my pictures and dreams from her laptop. The latter has a standard office printer but I am completely satisfied saying that it should look like a file. We then go upstairs to print it from her big computer but it is actually much slower.

I am walking around the school with my colleagues and cross a group of students also going upstairs.  Among them is an old student and I clap him in the shoulder. I then notice how rigid my other colleagues are and think that maybe I shouldn't have done it.

My girlfriend and I are walking in the downtown and meet her father who is going to buy some presents. We reach a market and find some nice cups for sale. I pick them but find that they have been used. They are actually not even the same and some f them are flat.

I get in a bakery to buy a cake and get in line with the other costumers.  I ask whose turn is it and a man comes forward. He starts talking to the old owner and shows him on a calender how old he is. They have actually the same age.

I am walking along the main street of a big city. It is crowded with people and among them I recognize a friend in a shop. I pass forward without stopping. I feel too miserable and have to keep looking for my father.

I join an old classmate seated on the inner balcony of a mall. I ask him about his projects and he tells me that his last proposal was rejected. It concerned a strong spot-light placed on the ground of the centre square. He proposed to control it based on the internet activity. 

I am at a fast-food table having some lunch with my parents-in-law. My girlfriend tells us of her colleague and I add that she is a lesbian. My father-in-law laughs but my girlfriend reproaches us saying that it is normal. He then gets serious and agrees with her.

At the end of a conference a man comes to me to talk about organizing another conference but my boss interrupts him. We walk away to talk privately about our own conference. As I look at her curly hairs reaching the floor she moves back with the others and jokes. 

My work is exhibited in a villa out in the country. I explain it to a curator but the exhibition is still closed and she will have to wait. Meanwhile I notice the great wall descending the hill into the valley. I then look up and see it ascending towards the mountains.

I walk with my grandfather to church and leave my son out on his carriage. We seat almost to the front where my father is also seating. It is time to stand again but we are made sign to stay seated. It is also time to sing and the priest finally gives us the page number.

A friend tells me of the river where I get my water from. He says that although it is very shallow his friend was afraid of crossing it. He also  adds that the water of that river doesn't reach the sea without been completely poisoned.

I go through a wooden fence without opening it so that a white crocodile doesn't follow me. He goes through anyway. I hurry to an identical fence at the end of the road and pass it in the same way. A blue crocodile now goes through it and starts following me.

I am with my parents-in-law eating crumbs. I use my hands to pick them from a bucket. I get large pieces but find that there are still some small ones alive. I move my hands away while my mother-in-law shows me how to eat them with the knife. 

I am in my old room when my father jells that he still hasn't got a book from me to borrow. I say that I forgot and start looking for it. Meanwhile he comes down and gets very angry. I notice that he is wearing my shoes and I tell him that he borrowed those at least.

I am lying on top of a large rock when a woman comes looking for her daughter.  I show her that she is down to the right. She is actually down in front of us coming up with my best friend. I describe him as a beast and give him food from the fridge to survive there.

I am in an ancient square talking with a couple of old friends. One of them takes one of my expensive pencils to colour another brown. It works only where the wood has lost its blue varnish. I explain to my friend that he can also mix them with water.

I get in a small grocery shop and read a sign where the owner announces that he is giving his big dog to a Chinese. There is also a picture of an ancient Chinese bell. A carpenter comes in and asks for cement. The owner turns on his chair and get him a can.

I get in a ferry following a girl running through it to find an empty cabin. We pass the empty restaurant and come first to a corridor but all the doors are locked. We are normal passengers and are not allowed in. We then go to the staircase to look for some seats.

I am in an empty school with two pop stars from the sixties. I have heard them singing one of their hits and I am now writing it down. I explain to them that I recompose the songs that I hear.  They then start singing the English version of a child song.

In the first room of a small restaurant is a costumer eating spaghetti with sea shells. In the second is one eating a pile of stakes. I get all the way to the last room and seat with my girlfriend's colleagues thinking what I should eat to save some money.

A girl and I are in queue to buy a fish in a fashion store of a family friend. I take her right in front and talk to the shop assistant saying that we are special costumers but the owner gets us to pay even more. He then gives us the money back saying that fish is very expensive.

My girlfriend and I get in a small café and ask for some pancakes. They only have the house cake. The cook starts pouring sauce on a slice for me while my girlfriend is getting a chocolate cake with cream. I imagine that it will be very expensive. 

I am in the forest with my small nephews looking at my father and brother-in-law picking wood. The latter fills up the cart behind his four wheeler and drives it up the forest. Instead of driving it home he just drops it there. My father-in-law also arrives with his tractor carrying big timbers.  

I get employed in an office and talk to my new colleague about our competences. I say that I could be the accountant but our new boss comes out saying that I should be the creative one. He shows me that he even has a small gallery on the window. I then propose to expand it out.

I am reading a comic book about a super hero with sun glasses. It was made by my girlfriend's boss to represent a research paper. I get quite bored and go directly to the end of it where there is a classic comic.        

I am cleaning up a large ejaculation that I have made on the wooden floor right out of the bathroom. My girlfriend comes saying that we should get a larger sofa to receive our guests. I hurry up to clean. She catches me but doesn't realize that it is my sperm.

A Dutch man has placed our son in front of the TV. I get in to check and see him playing above me with a smaller kid in a glass room. I then seat and take my sawing equipment out. I unleash the thread and start working on a metal pattern of Jewish stars.

My Russian friend's sister is living in a European capitol. I meet her at the airport to get her apartment keys while she is gone to another capitol. She takes me up the escalator and into a cafeteria where we ask people to contribute to a student party.

I am with a friend walking up a mountain when we find two persimmon trees. There are still some fruits on the top and we climb up to pick them. As we are eating them a monk approaches us but doesn't get angry and blesses us. 

My mother is screaming with my sister about me. I am upstairs looking though my father's magazines and find one with naked girls. I go to their bathroom without locking the door and masturbate looking at a fat girl showing her big breast. My mother is still jelling and I come.

I verify with the trainman if I am going on the right train. He looks at my ticket and approves telling me where to seat. I follow his instructions and walk down to a wagon with a foldable bed over each seat. I wish to lay down but my trip is too short.

It is winter and I am by a lake. I am quite amazed to see people bathing. I get close and realize that it is warm thermal water. The people disappears away in the cold water while I get ready to jump in.

I am walking up a city road checking behind the posters for any signs left by the fascists. A girl with a ceramic blue face comes forward asking of a friend. I walk up to a café and call him out to meet her. He goes while I keep inside to tell about the secret love story with my girlfriend.

I am in a museum testing a machine that I have constructed. I turn a wheel and get it to inflate and deflate properly. I tell the technician to add some notes and see that the museum director have introduced my girlfriend to a Gypsy. The latter will help her during her pregnancy.

Trains pass by transporting onions surrounded with small orange fruits that they have found in a wild bay. The commerce is flourishing and my sister and I walk the old road down loosing my father. We get to a village where the road gets asphalted.

I am seated out of a castle with the parents of my son's schoolmates. The teachers announce that everyone coming late will be fined. We then start to go inside for a dinner. I decide to stay out as the other parents get already fined.

I am at school passing by a schoolmate who got famous making a film. He is actually talking to my old professor who starts asking me about my projects. I tell him of my next show and promise him to include his critic on the catalog. He gets upset and leaves.

I am in an exhibition with a large flat screen. I get some small magnets and get on the opposite side of the room. I am about to throw them to have them to attach to the screen but it is too inclined.

My girlfriend is walking in front of me and gets through a security. The old guard seated at the desk gets very excited and I almost hit him with my guitar. I then get on his desk and unplug his modem to hit him with that.

I ask a girl for a path to walk on the mountains. She tells me to just get there. I look at them and actually see a path crossing them all around the lake. I get on a boat to reach them but fell in the water. 

I meet my high school teacher that he is getting on his bike. We just had a meeting with all other teachers to discuss about my application. He tells me that it was stupid of me to have stayed so long.

I am to give the introductory lecture of a course but I don't have anything prepared. My colleague shows me that I have some brand new microprocessors in my closet. I then hurry down to the metro but then realize that I have forgotten them upstairs.

On my way to a laboratory I find a golden ring and a plastic bracelet on the floor. As I get inside a Chinese student is looking for her ring. I show her the one I found and she tells me that it is hers. As I am giving it to her I see the name of another person engraved in the inside.

A handsome man is driving three homosexuals to the city centre. As he is telling of his wife having an affair he almost misses the last turn. He now tells them of his affair with the pharmacist. One of the homosexuals jumps on his legs but the man declares to be loyal.

My work is part of a large exhibition. I see a young couple trying to understand it. I come close to explain them but notice that my print is very bad quality and mirrored. I then read them some of my dreams concerning lakes.

A friend and I get to the second act of an old movie without paying. A big dog barks at us. Another dog is sleeping by the entrance and we get in through a large window. We take a seat by another friend and start eating chips. The first friend explains that they are highly proteinic.

Three groups of Japanese animators are asked to design a cartoon character. The first one is doing a large pixelated one out of thick paper dots. The second is drawing very accurate robotic characters on the wall. The third one is also drawing on the wall but very abstractly.

A guy shoots the ball over the goal and I block it with my hand. They call a penalty and my team gets ready to react by going on a large pile of wood in the corner. I come out with a big table to hit my adversary.

A small Asian guy is spinning on himself and hits me. I hold him tight with my arm not to let him do it again. He is still very restless but can't move. I can feel his head made of soft plastic.

I see the pictures a Mexican students took of his friend's villas. He tells me that inside behind a stone of the chimney they hide the cash to buy marijuana. His friend has bought it fresh and they have mixed with the salad.

I pick a pair of rollerblades to give to a friend and get to the village party. I take a seat on his table where a monk asks me for my napkin. My friend comes and I give him the rollerblades. He is happy although they miss a brake and they won't attach to his car window. 

I get in the bedroom and start skating on the fake wooden floor. I notice that my son is sleeping there and get to bed with him. He is actually awake and my girlfriend tells him to sleep. I put his scrollbar back to zero.

I get back home and notice that my mother-in-law has once again placed the Christmas presents by the chimney. My son and his two cousins get in to open them. My old grandmother gets also inside and I understand that it was her.  

My senior colleagues are having a lecture for us but I keep it in another room drawing. I then get in and one of them scolds me for being late. My other colleagues are also missing. As we discuss about possible blond Negroes in Russia I have to get myself some tea not to follow asleep.   

I am at my sister's apartment when she comes down from the attic. She wants me to keep playing poker for her on the internet but without winning. I tell her that I don't want to. She gets back upstairs to turn it off and complains that she will loose her money.

My mother is driving down a valley to meet my father at a restaurant. She doesn't know where it is and I give her directions to keep straight. We end on a dirty road and she asks me if I was right. I feel confuse but soon it gets asphalted again.

My son and I are walking on a country road and meet my girlfriend's friend right when we should turn. I am thinking of going left along the beach but her friend tells me to go right along the pasture. It is easier but we should look for all the poisoning flowers growing along the path.

I am sharing my train seat with two other guys. As we arrive they stand up and start hugging. I wait for them to get off and look at an American girl with my same computer. Hers has an extra support that allows her to have it around the neck. 


